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Vendor Value Analysis Consulting, a 
website developed by Scarlett’s Web, Inc., 
was designed for healthcare vendors 
seeking to properly market their products 
and/or services into the healthcare 
environment.
Requirements for vendor 
product/service introductions are 
non-standardized within 
hospitals, so the Challenge lies in 
identifying the correct variables 
within a healthcare facility 
Purchasing Department’s policies 
and procedures, then  
communicating those 
requirements to the vendor(s). 
First, they must be able to come in…
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What do the vendors want to do?
Introduce and SELL their 
products/services!
But there are many factors the 
healthcare facilities need to consider 























How do you improve the process? Become an “interpreter”! 
Vendor-VAC bridges the communication gap between the two 
entities, vendors and healthcare facilities. 
Vendor-VAC is the idea that translated into a virtual internet 
marketing concept.
• Review, Maintain, Update, Add, Investigate Applicable DATA
• Keep Website Current With Content & Technology
• Grow Customer Base, Communicate Often With Known Contacts
• Utilize Media Outlets To Expand Market & Customer Base
• Publish Articles/Books









Increase Staff Education & Satisfaction
Obtain Best Practices
Increase Product Availability
Increase Contract Compliance 
Decrease Waste & Duplications
Reprocess


























Since Project started, 
Healthcare factors are 
presently changing quickly.
(Original)
The concepts known as the “Vs” (volume/variety/velocity/veracity/value/ variability) 
are among the defining characteristics of big data. Vendor-VAC will continually monitor 
these factors within quality assurance programs. 
Keeping current with the right information is paramount but assured with 
committee appointments and memberships in AHRMM and AHVAP.  
Association for Health Care Resource & Materials Management (AHRMM) of the American Hospital Association

The outcome from this project 
is an interactive website, ready to 
assist venders or anyone else  
interested in saving healthcare 
monies.    
Don’t Miss  Out! Subscribe To Our 
Newsletter-Receive 
Product/Service/Education News, 
Saving Tips and More!
REFLECTION:
Out my hotel window → the beautiful 
Bay Area when I worked for UCSF. 
Not only was I fortunate to learn more
about national vendor relationships 
and healthcare purchasing, 
I also learned how to best apply those 







willing to classify 
them as a 
“service”.
This then takes 
away their cost 
entry barriers. 
We’re on it. 
